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Amy Posey is a sought-after presenter, consultant and leader with a deep professional and educational background in leadership development programs, communication solutions and applied neuroscience. She has used this experience to equip various global audiences to be more effective in our constantly changing world. Bright, energetic and inspiring, Amy expertly blends the science and business worlds to make research relevant and applications practical. From understanding the basics of the biology of the brain, to applying the latest science to how we can be betters leaders in both our personal and professional lives, Amy creates and delivers innovative programs that help organizations scale their leadership and accelerate business results. She has worked with Fortune 500 companies including Adobe, Apple, Applied Materials, BMC, Cisco, EMC, Deloitte, DirecTV, Genentech, Hewlett-Packard, MasterCard, Microsoft, and Time Warner and continues to bring her diverse background and experience on the neuroscience of leadership to organizations on a worldwide scale.

Dr. Wallace “J.” Nichols is a scientist, wild water advocate, movement-maker, New York Times bestselling author, and dad. His research and expeditions have taken him to coasts and waterways across North, Central and South America, to Asia, Africa, Australia, and Europe. This is what keeps his colleagues and collaborators working hard to understand and restore our blue planet. J. is a Research Associate at California Academy of Sciences and co-founder of Ocean Revolution, an international network of young ocean advocates, SEE the WILD, a conservation travel network, Grupo Tortuguero, an international sea turtle conservation network, and Blue Mind Fund, reconnecting people to water. He has authored and co-authored more than 200 scientific papers, articles and reports and his work has been broadcast on NPR, BBC, PBS, CBS This Morning, Discover Channel, National Geographic and Animal Planet as well as featured in Time, Newsweek, GQ, Outside Magazine, Fast Company, Scientific American and New Scientist, among others.

Abstract
Brain research is transforming every aspect of our lives, including the way we think about leadership. Neuropsychology research offers a new set of tools to help those in positions of influence create lasting change for good. Dr. Nichols, along with Amy Posey, share this new science combined with compelling examples, practical applications and their real world personal experiences.